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Column battered warriors marched dejected through
the night
Dismayed by highest treachery returning from the fight
Their broken eyes reflect a darkening freezing moon
It's deathlike glance out from the past is weakened,
dull and vague

Once these anti-christian war elites scourged the white
clan
Indomitable, furious and raging in this war
The great black emperors they obeyed now no longer
reign
All is left are memories of supreme dark warriors slain

Forces of evil relapse into Unholyness
Tyrants liberate the wrath remaining in your
(mouldered) chests
Forlorn warriors of the unlight rejoin the abomination
(To fullfill the) christreign annihilation

Destroy! 
Liquidate, exterminate, eradicate the reign of christ
Terminate, eliminate, asphyxiate his priests of light
Liquidate, exterminate, eradicate the reign of christ
Christreign Annihilation

The advance through the spheres of light
Made the black legions grow
And thus settled weak followers amongst our bravest
hordes
They joined this blasphemic war out for reaping fame
Their betrayal and cowardice weakened the black
flame

It is the end of the black era we see
Icy winds harass the torch we shield
But as long as it is smouldering our black hordes will
fight
For our true warriorhearts will never acquience in
supremacy of light
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Kill the traitors that retreat
We will learn them that rather than the price it costs
It is the blood clinging on that values the sword

Forces of evil relapse into Unholyness
Tyrants liberate the wrath remaining in your
(mouldered) chests
Forlorn warriors of the unlight rejoin the abomination
(To fullfill the) christreign annihilation
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